**Enabling ACT 23rd March**
Hitler had power to pass laws without asking the Reichstag or President. Hitler become dictator, Reichstag becomes rather meaningless.

14TH July – Germany becomes one party state.
Creation of one-party state, June 1933 the SPD was banned. Other parties then agreed to disband and finally in 14th July 1933 law against the formation of partiers. This law made all political formations other than the Nazis illegal. KPD banned in February 1933

14th July – Germany one party state. Hitler dictator of one party state

Same day Germany becomes one party sate  14th July Hitler makes his first act. 1st act to sterilise handicapped people (can’t have children)

2nd May - Hitler closed down the Trade Unions.

Hitler's closing down party's trying to prevent people from meeting together to stop uprisings making it harder for people to over throw him. Taking aw German labour front – Nazi trade union, independent trade unions have all be closed down.